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Abstract. We propose a set of libraries with the goal of providing a framework
to build medical applications. Instead of using the existing packages in libraries
to perform the tasks of image and volume handling and visualization, all code
has been written for scratch. We expose the reasoning for this decision while
presenting a medical workstation and a few physical simulation prototypes as
example applications.

1. Introduction

Medical Computer-Aided Diagnostic tasks are critical in the sense that as the technology
in the field advances, fewer are the possibly vital errors in medical judgement. We present
the design and implementation of a radiological 3D workstation (abbreviated as “WS”)
together with a set of libraries for basic algorithm and rendering tasks. The set was de-
veloped in-house in its entirety instead of adopting existing solutions, and our reasons for
this are presented and discussed.

1.1. Motivation

There are many established libraries and toolkits that aid in the creation of medical soft-
ware, such as MITK, DCMTK, ITK and VTK and their extensions. In this sense, there
should be good reasons for coding teams to implement (and maintain) everything from
scratch.

In our case, we needed different, specific functionalities that the available APIs (at
the time) didn’t provide, such as GPU access for physical simulations (GPGPU) and mul-
tithreaded implementations of specific algorithms to take advantage of the multiple cores
in today’s desktops. We needed the understanding of every layer in the set of algorithms,
from the low-level data-structure manipulation to the final rendering, in order to identify
hot spots and bottlenecks (to obtain high performance). Such knowledge is vital when the
time comes to port the application and the libraries to another architecture. Additionally,
the comparison between CPU and GPU versions of an algorithm can be easier if the same
environment and methodologies were used to implement both.

Finally, when there are different teams in the same group working on different
tasks, having a common set of libraries developed in-house has the advantage of better
feedback (framework and application developers working together). This way, problems
are solved more easily and the learning curve is smaller (easy to share experience).
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2. C3DE libraries architecture
In addition to the needs specified in the previous section, the Cyclops 3D Environment
libraries are all written in standard C++ using cross-platforms APIs for widgets and 3D
rendering. They’re currently supported on Linux® and Microsoft Windows®, and are
compatible with 32 and 64-bit x86 architectures.

Figure 1. C3DE basic architecture

2.1. Core

The Core’s tasked with base mathematical structures such as matrices and vectors, vol-
ume abstractions, image definitions, 3D spatial management such as the intersection of
arbitrary meshes with planes and lines, and common utilities like smart pointers. For
generical data and data structures treatment, the Core’s most complex structures make
heavy use of template metaprogramming.

2.2. AL

The Abstraction Layer, as the name implies, wraps the Core’s complex metaprogramming
with the standard Object-Oriented paradigm. It provides factories for images, volumes
and three-dimensional reconstructions, drawable objects, shaders and texture handling
through OpenGL, and standard multi-planar reconstruction.

2.3. PhIL

PhIL stands for Physical Interaction Layer and provides structures that extend the ba-
sic functionalities found in Core with physical properties. For instance, the stan-
dard Half-Edge mesh is extended to support deformations using the mass-spring model
[Provot 1995]. Currently, the library also supports fluid simulations with the particle-
based Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method [Muller et al. 2003].

2.4. PhILAL

The Physical Interaction Abstraction Layer binds PhIL and AL, with multithreaded and
GPU-enabled versions of PhIL algorithms. Like AL, there are also factory methods to
quickly prototype and render PhIL structures, like deformable meshes (mass-spring) and
liquid simulation (SPH), sawn in steps on 2(b).
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Figure 2. Centerline approximation (a) and physical simulation prototypes (b).

2.5. BILL

The Binding Input Layer Library (BILL) defines interfaces to connect input devices and
the applications. Its core purpose is on the translation of events from devices such as a
mouse into meaningful actions for the application, through event handlers.

BILL itself depends only on Core for metaprogramming facilities and AL for
multithreading — this is because the library does not provide devices or actions, only
their interfaces and the basic mechanisms of their integration.

3. Workstation

The WS is built on top of the framework and uses extensively all Core and AL resources.
Its features include reconstruction and segmentation, approximate centerline calculation,
Volume-Of-Interest oriented reconstruction, Curvilinear reconstructions and fiber track-
ing.

Given two user-positioned planes of interest, the approximate centerline genera-
tion algorithm computes a set of line segments that pass roughly through the center of a
structure by firing lines between the planes and computing the lines’ intersection with the
structure, recursively (Figure 2(a)).

The curvilinear reconstruction [Bastos et al. 1995] aims at reconstructing seg-
ments that are difficult to measure and distinguish with simple grayscale thresholding.
By placing a set of points on two-dimensional slices (Figure 3(b)) representing regions
of interest, the user obtains a curved surface that is interpolated from the points with
Catmull-Rom splines.

The Volume-Of-Interest reconstruction works on objects to remove unwanted por-
tions, or segment it manually. Its counterpart is the segmented reconstruction that differ-
entiates distinct objects through thresholding on the CT or MRI volume. The inputs are
the density limits (lower and upper) to be used, with optional fields for noise filters for
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Figure 3. VOI-oriented (left) and curvilinear (right) reconstructions.

relatively small objects and minimum and maximum absolute volumes. The VOI feature
uses spheres and boxes to indicate the areas of interest (Figure 3(a)).

4. Conclusions and Future work
The libraries can be used for fast prototyping (like the physical simulation ones) while
being robust enough to implement a medical workstation with standard features. We
plan to extend the framework with new libraries such as a Network Interaction Layer over
BILL for collaborative sessions over the internet. Additionally, we plan to build a sandbox
prototype with PhIL and PhILAL to easy visualize and simulate interactions of solid and
deformable objects and fluids. The WS is always maintained with the latest version of the
framework to always maintain compability with it.

There are some interesting related work, like the ones that INRIA group made in
medical imaging software. It would be interesting to exchange information and develop-
ment experience with them and/or other groups related to the area.
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